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What’s Up Doc?
The Event Notification Facility 

L arge modern operating systems such
as OS/390 and z/OS are highly reliable.

This reliability is built upon a number of
complex components that have undergone
years of evolution. Some of these compo-
nents, such as the DFSMS storage man-
agement system, are well known. Others,
however, are less flashy but nonetheless can
be important to storage administrators and
systems programmers.

One such component is the Event
Notification Facility (ENF). The ENF is
part of the Scheduler Services branch of the
OS, which also includes elements such as
Dynamic Output and the Scheduler JCL
Facility (SJF). ENF is used by the OS and
by vendor programs to discover “events” in
the system, many of which are related to
changes in the storage management sub-
system. The definition of an ENF “event”
is somewhat arbitrary and can include
almost anything that might be of interest
to another system component or program
product. Storage-related events include
such things as a DASD or tape device
being varied online or offline, a change in
SMS status such as the addition of a new
storage group, or a change in the hard-
ware configuration.

The Event Notification Facility consists of
two parts: “signaler” routines and “listener”
routines. Both functions use the ENFREQ
macro, the listener component of which is
documented in the Authorized Assembler
Services Guide, SA22-7608. When an
event, for example, activation of a new
linklist set takes place, the signaler (in this
case, Contents Supervision, the OS compo-
nent responsible for linklist processing)
invokes ENF via ENFREQ, passing an
Event Code and a 4-byte qualifier.
Together, the event code and the qualifier
uniquely define the type of event occurring.

A parameter list is also built that provides
more details about the event. The parameter
list for event code 52 (Activate Linklist
Set), for example, includes the name of the
linklist set that was activated, the time of
activation (in STCK format) and the con-
sole ID of the issuer of the SETPROG
LNKLIST,ACTIVATE command.

Those system components or vendor
programs that have an interest in an event
will have established a “listen” routine, also
via the ENFREQ macro. Parameters on the
ENFREQ macro that was issued when the
listen routine was established indicate
which events the routine is listening for —
a single routine may process several different
types of events using the 4-byte qualifier to
filter those events that it is interested in.
When an ENF signal is issued, the system
ENF routines examine the necessary control
block chains to identify all of the listeners
for the specified event. Control is then
passed to each of the listeners, which use
the information in the parameter list to per-
form their processing.

“Listen” routines run asynchronously,
independent of other tasks in the address
space, and may receive control at any
time — whenever an event occurs. The
listen routine may exist for the duration
of a particular job or task, running under
an SRB in the ENFREQ issuer’s address
space, or may reside in common storage,
able to survive, receive control, and per-
form the necessary processing even after
the job completes. The latter is typical of
listen routines established by operating
system components.

Event Notification is usually invisible to
users, systems programmers, and storage
administrators unless something goes
wrong. ENF processing is critical to the
operation of the system, since it is the

process that allows components such as
DFSMS to do such things as update control
blocks indicating which storage groups and
devices are available. Since few application
programs make use of ENF, failures usually
show up as system-wide problems, often
memory-related. For example, GRS
(Global Resource Serialization) processing
is one of the most common functions per-
formed in the system, and can generate
large numbers of events (ENF code 51)
very rapidly. If an ENF routine listening for
this event code cannot process quickly
enough, perhaps due to too much overhead
within the routine, the system queue area
can be depleted, resulting in message
IRA101E - CRITICAL SQA SHORTAGE.
For this reason, ENF routines must be highly
efficient, avoiding I/O operations, WAIT
SVCs, and use of the local lock.

Another problem that might occur is the
complete failure of an ENF listen routine. If
this occurs, an SVC dump is taken, and the
routine is marked not to be called again, so
as to prevent recursive errors.

Another potential issue for vendors and
others who use the Event Notification
Facility is the fact that ENF events are
asynchronous. “Signaling” routines do not
wait for response from listeners, and listen
routines do not receive control until after
the event has occurred and the signal has
been received. Thus, there is a delay
between when the event occurs and when
the ENF listen routine gets the signal and
can take action. The length of this period of
time, while usually short, is unpredictable.
There may also be some additional delay if
the ENF signal must be passed across systems
in a sysplex. (Whether an ENF signal is
sysplex-wide or passed only within a single
system is determined by the signaler).
Therefore, operating system, components
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and program products that use ENF must
take this delay into account.

As z/OS continues to evolve and function
is added to each new release, new event
codes are added to ENF. There are currently
about 60 different event codes used by
almost every component of the system. See
Figure 1. For example, ENF is used by the
new Capacity Upgrade on Demand com-
ponent (Event code 20 with qualifier
X’80000004’) when a new central processor
is dynamically added to a system without
the need for an IML or IPL. ENF signals are
also used by components such as the System
Logger, Workload Manager, VSAM Record-
Level Sharing, and Unix Systems Services.
Vendor programs also make use of ENF —
event code 28 is used not only by the system
to indicate a tape DDR SWAP, but also by
Innovation Data Processing’s FDRPAS and
Amdahl’s TDMF non-disruptive DASD data
movers when an in-use disk device is
swapped from one unit to another.

SUMMARY

Large, highly reliable operating systems
such as z/OS and OS/390 include many

components, such as ENF, some of which
are little known and little appreciated
unless they fail. Even if they never write
an ENF listener routine, systems program-
mers and storage administrators who have
an understanding of these components and
their use and how they contribute to the
reliable and efficient operation of the sys-
tem will be in a better position to identify
problems and keep the system running
smoothly.
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1,23 Device varied offline
2,24           Device varied online
3,25     Volume unloaded
6            SRM status changed
8,9,27        Path state change
10,28      DDR swap, FDRPAS, TDMF
12,29 Device pending offline
15        SMS resource change
16,30   Volume becoming available
21       DASD MIH interval changed
31,32     I/O Configuration changed
33        Device state changed
42,55      SRM Events
45        SMSVSAM server available
46       Unix System Services event
50         PAV change
51    GRS event
52    LNKLST activated

FIGURE 1: SOME IMPORTANT ENF EVENT CODES 


